
Round Stitching Wire

We manufacture round stitching wire in standard dimensions of

and special dimensions from 0.35 mm to 1.6 mm diameter

- as bright wire or with copper-coated, zinc-coated, tin-coated and
coloured  finish

- On all standard spools from 2 to 1,000 kg
- In spooled coils and catchweight coils up to 45 kg
- In drums from 40 to 300 kg

As a supplement to our product range, we also offer pay-off-systems



Flat Stitching Wire

We manufacture flat stitching wire in standard dimensions of

and in the corresponding special dimensions

- As bright wire or with copper-coated, zinc-coated or tin-coated finish
 - On all standard spools from 2 to 20 kg
- In coils from 2 kg



Flat Ribbon Stitching Wire

 We manufacture flat ribbon stitching wire in any desired dimensions:

- As bright wire or with copper-coated or zinc-coated finish
- On all standard spools from 2 to 150 kg
- In coils from 2 to 60 kg



Other Stitching Wire Types

As a supplement to our stitching wire range, we also offer the
following wire types:

- Crate stitching wire
- Paper staple wire
- Paper clip wire

- On all standard spools from 2 to 1,000 kg
- In spooled coils and catchweight coils up to 45 kg
- In drums from 40 to 300 kg
 



Wire Pay-Off Systems

As a special service, we offer wire pay-off systems for the
following spools:

- SD spools: Pay-off system with rotating finger and
adjustable brake for  overhead pay-off

- BB 20 spools: Pay-off system with rotating finger and
adjustable brake for  overhead pay-off

- K 355 spools: Pay-off system with rotating finger and
adjustable brake for  overhead pay-off

- K 355 spools: Roller pay-off system for rotating pay-off;
prevents torsion in the wire

- K 355 spools: Brush pay-off system with double brush
braking device for  optimum overhead pay-off

- MP 100 spools: Brush pay-off system with double brush
braking device for  optimum overhead pay-off



Spiral Wires

Our product range comprises spiral wires for spiralising machines
and wire comb  forming machines in the dimensions of:
0,7 mm to 1,2 mm.

Moreover, we offer calendar suspension wires in the dimensions of:
1,5 mm to 2 mm.

These articles are available in

 - bright, zinc-coated, copper-coated, tin-coated and
nylon-covered (coloured)  design

 - on all standard spools from 2 to 800 kg
- in drums from 40 to 300 kg.



Baler Wire

We offer baler wire in sizes from
2 mm to 3,4 mm

in spooled coils of 20 and 40 kg and in coils up to 150 kg.

We supply binding wire in sizes from
0,4 mm to 2 mm

in coils and spools.

In addition, we also manufacture steel strapping wire.
 



Brush Wire

We manufacture brush wires as:

- bright, copper-coated, zinc-coated, tin-coated, brass
and nickel-silver

- in all standard sizes.

We supply brush wire

- On spools from 2 to 500 kg
- In coils from 6 to 45 kg
- In drums from 40 to 300 kg

We supply anchor wire on spools up to 15 kgs.
 
 



Clip, Lable, Flower Wire

We supply clip wire

- Annealed or with soft zinc coated or soft tin-coated finish
- On spools from 15 to 20 kg
- In coils from 6 to 45 kg
- In drums from 40 to 300 kg

We deliver label wire

- Annealed or with soft zinc coated or soft tin-coated finish
- On coils from 1 to 15 kg.

We offer flower wire

- As bright wire or with copper-coated, zinc-coated or tin-coated finish
- On coils from 200 g to 15 kg
- In rings of 15 kg



Special Products

If you haven't found the wire you are looking for in the list
above, please contact our competent specialist personnel.

We can offer you a wide range of special products, such
as:

- Round and flat wire in iron and steel grades in the
dimensions to suit your  requirements, as bare wire or
with copper-coated, zinc-coated or tin-coated  finish.

- Flat and round wire rods in various dimensions and
lengths

- Balloon carrier wire as bare wire or with copper-coated,
zinc-coated or  tin-coated finish or with coloured nylon
sheath.

- Special wire for flexible parts such as springs and hooks



Small Spools



Big Spools


